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| |
! The Last Great Stage of the Fight f
| [Brewers’ Review.] %
| The challenge has been sounded. The dea h grapple has begun. Is the brewing trade going £
| to allow itself to be strangled to death? That is the question before the trade. Serious situations $
| have confronted the brewing trade before, in complaisance reliance upon the justice of its cause and *

| upon the victorious qualities of the truth, the warning of its friends have not been heeded. Smiling at £

| the seeming impotent efforts of the anti-drink “fans,” conscious of the tacit sympathy of the great %
| mass of the people, the giant has lain quiet and prone, and allowed the Liliputians to fasten him %
| down by innumerable tiny bonds. ** * * Its friends fell away and it found that the tacit sym- *

| pathy of the people counted for little against the shouts of its adversaries, until now its very ex-
| istence is at stake. That is the situation today. The passage of the Webb bill by Congress has £
% demonstrated that the last great stage of the fight of one-half century has been entered upon. The *

% small but well-defined army of the enemies of happiness, liberty, health and morality, terrorizes our %

| public men to that degree that Congress voted 240 against 60—100 not voting—to outlaw the drink ❖

I traffic in interstate commerce. ** * * The greatest blow has been struck and struck successfully. It ❖
* has been demonstrated that the enemy is in possession of the citadel of the nation. ** * * *

* Prohibition is no longer a local issue. The last stage has been reached. Prohibition is a national *

* danger. ** * * The enemy has shown that he is the controlling power in Washington. ** * * The ♦>

t enemy is not resting on his laurels. He is already marching forward to the next battle, and he *

£ knows what the next step is. £
* *

Rock Island Rummies Don't Like It
The resolutions adopted by the January grand

jury of Rock Island county roused the ire of the sa-
loon gang of that county. They rush into print with
the statement that the resolutions were not the resolu-
tions of the grand jury, but of one or two individual
members of that jury. They don’t like the idea of be-
ing held responsible for 75 per cent of the crime of the
county, and just in a spirit of fairness, we take this
occasion to publish their resolutions. In order to be
absolutely fair, we publish the reply to these resolu-
tions of the foreman of that grand jury:

Resolutions of the Rock Island Wets.

Whereas, It has come to our knowledge that these pre-
ambles and resolutions were not passed by said body while
the same was in regular session, but were fabricated by cer-
tain members of said grand jury who are biased and preju-
diced on the subject matter to which said preambles and
resolutions relate, when said grand jury was not in regular
session, therefore, be it

Resolved, That said preambles and resolutions and the
subject matter to which the same relate do not come within
the purview of a grand jury, are entirely voluntary on the
part of those members of the grand jury who were instru-
mental in giving the impression that these preambles and
resolutions were passed by said body, are calculated to mis-
lead the public and to prejudice and bias the public mind as
to the subject matter to which they relate and are not base!
upon truth and the actual facts as the same appear from the
indictments returned and the crimes which they charge.

Resolved. That we, as a body of business men, who carry
on and conduct a business which is legitimate and sanctioned
by law protest against the language used in said preambles
and resolutions as being scandalous, improper and beyond the
purview or office of the grand jury.

Resolved, That the action of this grand jury, if it was
the official action of. said body, should be resented and most
emphatically condemned by every fair-minded member of
this community, as it embraces statements which are untrue,
greatly exaggerated and are merely the expressions of some
members of that body, whose prejudice and bias on the
subject are well known and not those of the said grand'
jury acting officially.


